BIG ISLAND:

**Hilo High School, Waiakea High School, UH Hilo - Pastor Tim Carigon**

Just a quick report. Maybe someone else will give a better one. We had a good turn out. We had about 100 come to Hilo High - from there groups went out to Waiakea and UHH. It was a great night and I felt the people there were serious about praying. I was not in charge. Pastor Renee was the one who rounded up the troops.

**Honoka’a High School - Pastor Alan Carvalho**

We had 50+ from 3 churches. What we lacked in numbers, were exceeded by faith and desire for change in our schools. We had a good cross-section of representation in those who led in prayer. A youth pastor, a parent of HHS students from Waimea, a parent of HHS students from Honokaa, a HHS student from Waimea, a HHS student from Honokaa, a parent of Honokaa Elementary, a HHS board member, and a HHS football coach.

Last December during Light Up Hawaii, the Lord led me to anoint the entire athletic field with oil in a spray bottle because of a melee that occurred during a football game in October. This year there is a new coaching staff, and parents are reporting a complete turn-around in their program. The football coach was telling me how the same two football teams that were involved in that melee, shook hands before their game. Sunday night I was able pass the spray bottle to the coach and he took a group and prayed around the athletic complex. Glory to God!! On Sunday night He led me to send a team to hangout spots across the street from the campus where scores of students smoke before and after school. We had eleven (11) teams cover the High, Intermediate, and Elementary Schools. It was incredible. God is AWESOME!!

**Kamehameha Hilo Campus - Kahu Wendell Davis**

Praise the Lord. We had an intimate group of 20 people on Sunday. We gathered at the high school cafeteria for praise and worship. We viewed the video by the Lt. Governor (awesome), and then proceeded to the “piko” (center) of the campus at the proposed site of our chapel. Each person in our circle offered a prayer. It was a blessed hour and a half in the Lord. We felt His presence as prayers and testimony were shared.

**Ka’u HS, Pahala Elementary, Naalehu Elementary- Pastor Bob Tominaga**

Good morning! We had 22 people in Ka’u High & Pahala Elementary School. Although our numbers were few, we still were able to lay hands on all of the buildings and walk the grounds of the athletic field.

There were 30 in attendance at Naalehu Elementary School with the combination of two pastors and their churches and also some school personnel.
Next year we will be well prepared - we are glad to be a part of what God is doing on our island and in our state

Thank you for keeping in touch with us and we look forward to working with you again. God Bless!

Keaau High School – Diane Tarring, Church On A Sure Foundation
Our 9-11 United in Prayer at Church on a Sure Foundation for Keaau High School was a tremendous success! We all sensed an advance for the Kingdom of God through our prayer walk around the school. There were about 60 of us, an increase from last year, and this year we are praying and expecting many more.

We met at the church first for praise and worship and prayed with the Lt. Governor by video for the state and the healing of our land then we all jumped in our cars and caravanned over to Keaau High School where we prayer walked the perimeter of the grounds and met back at our starting point for a time of unified prayer.

We want to focus on building relationships and bridges in Keaau High School over this next year to really be a blessing to the administration and teachers as well as students and families of the school.

We are excited and blessed to be a part of what God is doing through His transforming power in the state of Hawaii. We join with you in praying God's Kingdom come His will be done in Hawaii as it is in Heaven.

Kealakehe High School – Barbara Behl
I am sending in a report for Kealakehe High School. We had between 100 and 125 people from at least 4 churches. We had worship, and then listened to the Lt. Governor's prayer and then prayer walked the school. After we were grouped, we called up all the students from the high schools and the pastors prayed for them.

There were not as many people as last year and as I was praying about that, the Lord brought to my mind the time Jonathan and his armor bearer went up to fight the Philistines in I Samuel 14:6-14. He said, "Nothing can hinder the Lord from saving whether by many or by few." I believe that the people who came are the core of the army and that from them the prayers will spread to cover all of Hawaii. It seems from reading the reports that the people who came are those committed to the power of prayer to change Hawaii as, Duke Aiona said, "Into the first Christian state."

Kohala High School - Pastor Mark Kobayashi
We had 4 out of 9 churches represented with 23 people attending. The event went very well and the DVD played without a problem.
We were small in numbers but big on unity to continue every month and pray everyday. All the leaders prayed for each specific area and then the class that graduated layed hands on the kids that still attended. That was very powerful. There were more kids than adults attending and the overall purpose was accomplished. The fruits will be evident as we continue to pray daily and meet regularly.

**Konawaena High School – Stan Harbour**
We were pleased with the wonderful response to our call to prayer at Konawaena High School. About 100 people from Central Kona Union, Kona Gospel Chapel, Kona Faith Center, S. Kona Assembly of God, joined together in worship. Two guys led us in worship from the University of the Nations. We gathered in small groups and prayer walked the campus. Our high school students had gathered the names of students for prayer, and we believe we are going to see much fruit from the church united in prayer and outreach. Blessings to you.

**Pahoa High School – Lani & Mark Larrua for Pastor Tex**
We went to Pahoa High School, and had about 70 people turn out, including youth. We praised God with Praise and Worship, prayed for 5 staff members of who work at the High School and elementary levels, and prayed for the 15 students who attend Pahoa High School. Broke up into 12 groups and walked the campus, and prayed for students, staff, and their families. Came back together to pray corporately, it was an awesome time of prayer. Shouted and declared Jesus is Lord over Pahoa and Puna 3x. Ended with praise and worship. We sensed breakthrough while we were praying, and can't wait to see the outcome. Stay in the blessing...

**Waimea High School, Waimea Middle School, Hawaii Prep Academy, Kanu O Ka’Aina, Parker School - Jan Parks/Hawaii Torch Center**
We had 75+ people join us. 5-6 churches were represented, we gathered as a community for our opening rally. A combined church Youth Band blessed all of us with their powerful praise and intimate worship. The time of repentance with our youth and youth leaders drew us to our knees in humility and a deep desire to have the Lord answer the prayers, forgive us and heal our land.

As the word was shared from II Chronicles 7:14 and we made declarations over Waimea, walls came down and we corporately committed to be Salt and Light to our city and to truly care for it as the united Body of Christ. Five teams were released to go and pray over the Waimea area schools, all charter or private: HPA upper and lower campuses, Kanu O Ka'Aina Charter School, Parker School and Waimea Middle Charter School.

Everyone came back excited, victorious and full-of-faith testimonies. Very powerful! We rejoice over the impact that has already been made as the remnant has persevered in prayer over our schools. More than anything it is exciting to see the Saints coming together in unity and in prayer and fellowship under Christ's headship. We are becoming a formidable weapon in the Lord's hand! There was an audible roar, even like the thundering of an approaching wave, as we joined Duke Aiona in prayer and proclamation. His Kingdom is coming to our Islands!
KAUAI:

*Kapa’a High School – Candida Kim*
We had a good showing. I forgot to do a head count, but I am guessing over 120. Pastor Matt Higa from New Hope says, it was different. This year, he felt the spirit really move in the Cafeteria. As for me, I stand on God’s promises for this island. The HS kids really took ownership by making signs and devoting their Sunday to help with the event.

God is so good. He really made last night happen the way it should be. I have good footage for you from New Hope and from our video camera. I will get it to you soon.

*Kauai High School – Silvin Galiza*
This year at Kauai High was awesome! We didn't have as many as last year, but still about 175 people showed up from 10 churches. The spirituality was a lot deeper since we got more experience from December 8th. This year there was a lot more students that showed up and that made a huge difference as the students led the whole night from the emceeing, the praying, the prayer groups during the prayer walk, and the praise and worship. The parents even prayed for every single student in a spirit-led (this wasn't in the program) big group prayer right before the prayer walk. Except for a couple, every single prayer card got distributed. Four teachers, the head security Guard, the on-campus police officer, one faculty member and even the Vice Principal showed up to pray, and they had an awesome time!

Our Bible Club (which is called power lunch) president shared that this year is not going to be about a Christian club for Christian students but more focused on the unsaved. I loved that this was many churches not just showing up but also, doing a lot of the work before hand to make this happen. It just showed me that they care about the next generation. We need to do a middle school prayer night across the state - we have been talking about one for Jan-Feb of next year. God is doing a lot in the Jr. highers too.

*Waimea High School – David Leong*
We had 27-30 people show up for our UIP meeting. Last year we had 40-50. I think it was because we had more time to prepare last year.

Anyway, the students did a great job. We couldn't start the prayer time on campus, because the principal had stipulated that everyone leading the meeting (including members of the band) had to be a student of Waimea High School. So we started the prayer time next door at the Boys and Girls Club.

Andrew Pearson, the Waimea Bible Club president, led in worship and gave a short exhortation about God moving on the campus. There was a youth band, "Sanctified," that backed up the prayer time. They did such a great job that some of the students who were passing by sat down just to listen. This proved to be a door opener. The administration of the Boys and Girls Club
invited the youth to have another event like this, because "we need more of this." This may result in a major outreach out here.

A time of "open mic" followed, where anyone could come and pray. Most of those that came forward were young people - college aged and younger who lifted up sincere prayers for the campus and Kauai. That was encouraging. We closed the evening by going on to the high school campus and praying for the students in different areas of the school.

We haven't heard any significant reports of the difference on campus yet. Thank you for all you are doing,

LANAI:

Rev. Michael Gannon
We had a similar experience. We had five churches represented and 58 people. The youth band had four churches involved and was powerful. At the end of the evening it was hard to close in prayer because people wanted to stay and worship more! Imagine not being able to close a service in prayer, so people could leave. Normally, you can't pray fast enough for them to be able to go home. Anyway, Jonathan did a great job and the youth who led the prayers did outstanding. Time will tell the impact we had last night.

Thanks for all of your help with Lanai. I know it took a lot of extra effort with you and Joy, but I wanted to say thank you and that your effort was rewarded. God really blessed and we could not have done it without your help. May the Lord continue to bless your ministry

MAUI:

Hana - Pastors John & Marian De Mello
Our schools in east Maui will never be the same... We had approximately 60 adults and 40 young people join us at Hana High Cafeteria. There were 5 different churches represented including the Catholic minister.(Father Maurici Palipali)and his parishioners. We believe it is one of the first times in our community that Protestants and Catholics made a unified effort to pray together. The power of unity as we sang and prayed and claimed our schools for the Lord opened the heavens over our communities as well. We all left with a feeling of anticipation believing that this is just the beginning. There is no doubt that we are seeing an unprecedented move of God in our area. Glory to God

Kihei Charter High School - Michael Woodard
Our response was not as good as I hoped for, but it isn’t always the numbers that make it good. Hope Chapel has taken on the challenge of Kihei Charter High School. At our rally we had about 11 people show up. But they were prayer warriors. We met in the cafeteria and prayed for the known needs of the schools, students, teachers, etc. and then followed with a prayer walk through the High School praying in each room. It was awesome.
King Kekaulike, Kalama Intermediate, Kamehameha Maui Campus - Pastor Donn Anderson
Grace and peace to you in the name of God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ!

What a blessing we had on Sunday as we gathered to pray to God to Heal Our Land. Our gathering place was Grace Church in Pukalani. Over 75 people came together to celebrate, worship, and be impacted by the powerful prayer by Lt. Governor James "Duke" Aiona. Six pastors from Upcountry churches were in attendance. This was a tremendously unifying experience for all of us!

We formed three prayer teams: one for King Kekaulike High School, one for Kalama Intermediate School, and one for Kamehameha School Maui. At Kalama, the principal met the team of 20 people who came to pray. At Kamehameha the school chaplain, Kahu Kalani Wong greeted the team of 20 who came to pray there. At King K, 15 people gathered to pray. At each school, groups were formed to perimeter walk, intercede at the gateways, and to pray over specific areas of each campus.

Each team had a wonderful mix of adults and students. Powerful and meaningful times of prayer took place at each and every location. I am going to try to attach photographs from our worship time at Grace Church and from the Kamehameha School Maui High School campus where I went to pray. Kamehameha has been adopted by my church, Waipuna Chapel. Please let me know if the photos come through via this e-mail, will you? If they don't, I can send you a CD-ROM. As time permits, I will try to get you a list of each photo with a caption so you know specifically what is going on in each picture.

Thank you SO much for providing the leadership for these events as God calls you, equips you, and strengthens you. We are grateful. Mahalo nui loa and aloha ke Akua.

Lahainaluna High School
It was a faith building and unifying experience. Pastors from twelve congregations prayed for the principal, faculty and staff. Principal Nakano gave a history of Lahainaluna High School’s roots in Christianity. He also shared his vision for the school.

Students led the entire program starting with prayer, worship, and including the mini message about repentance & prayer. They shared their vision of reaching the school for Christ, led everyone in repentance and prayer, and led teams of pray-ers throughout the campus along the paths, the gym and athletic fields and where students hang out and trouble begins. We laid hands on the classroom doors, benches and stair railings.

Mr. Nakano requested that we not enter the dorms to respect the privacy of the borders. But as the teams were moving around the campus, the borders came out of their dorms and asked what the teams were doing. When they found out that the teams were praying for the campus, the students asked for prayer for them then went and told the others to come for prayer.
Because the borders use the cafeteria for lunch and dinner, we were only allowed to use the cafeteria between 1:30-3:30 pm., but the prayer around campus continued till the job was done. The impact of the teachers praying for the students was very encouraging.

A few days after we prayed for the school, Mei Lan Clark, the Christian club leader, was sitting in her English class. One of the students, who are a sponsored surfer, began asking her about heaven and hell and seriously considering changing his lifestyle so that he won’t end up in hell.

**Maui High School and Baldwin High School – Pastor Eddie Asato**

The Central Maui churches gathered at 2pm for the Prayer Rally. About 120 joined together from seven churches. Two principals gave us a list of prayer needs and told us that they need the church supporting and influencing the campuses. One gave us an open door to hold meetings on the campus. At 3pm we divided into two teams - one going to Baldwin and the other to Maui High School.

At Maui High School, we had two Catholic Church youth groups join in on the prayer walk. There were three other locations with their rallies – Hana, Lahaina and Pukalani. I’ll send the reports from them when I get them.

**MOLOKAI:**

**Robert Sahagun**

Yesterday UIP Heal Our Land on Moloka`i was awesome, as a matter of fact even at the beginning of the day, people were saying that they were feeling that something of significance in the spirit was already happening. We met together in one place at 3:00 in the afternoon, and there were about 125 in attendance. What were even more awesome than the numbers were the representation of 16 churches and the praying at every school on the island (Molokai High and Intermediate, Maunaloa Elementary, Kualapuu Elementary, Kaunakakai Elementary, Kilohana Elementary, Akaula, Hoomanu Hou, Molokai Mission and Maui Community College-Molokai Extension).

We had youth open in prayer, a worship team of youth and young adults from various churches leading praise and worship, pastors leading in the 2 Chronicles 7:14 prayer and youth leading in prayers of repentance. The spirit of unity and humility filled the place and sincere repentance brought many to tears. The declaration with our Lt. Governor was so powerful that in the end everyone was shouting in victory. Before we departed for the schools, we felt it necessary to honor those who have passed on, but have planted prayer seeds of transformation on Molokai. As we played a recording of a prayer by the late Dr. Langer crying out for revival and transformation on Molokai through unity of all of the churches, we had a deep sense that what we were doing were in the hearts of the saints before us many years ago. We are and will be as we continue to unite in prayer, harvesters of the fruits of the seeds of prayer of those before us.

We believe by honoring these people God will unleash supernatural faith and victory in this generation. Reports from the schools were very encouraging and people are expecting
breakthrough to happen. We will e-mail you those breakthrough reports as they come in. We are thankful for United in prayer uniting together throughout our state and we will continue to declare with our Lt. Governor Hawaii to become the 1st Christian state. God Bless You Cal and thank you for all your hard work and prayers for us.

**Moloka`i High School – Lani Sahagun**
Yesterday we spoke to one of the student officers of the High School Bible Club and he said he counted 53 students that were praying at the flagpole on Wednesday's See You at the Pole, as compared to last year only 2 students prayed. God is on the move at Molokai High!

**OAHU:**

**Aiea High School – Jim White**
Over 100 people, and 7 churches were represented at the Aiea High School UNITED IN PRAYER event yesterday. A dynamic praise team from the Samoan Assembly of God church that meets at Aiea Elementary School stirred the spirit with their amazing worship - leading. Among the highlights: one of our high school youth led us in a prayer of repentance; we all participated in a dynamic prayer for revival in Hawaii; a stirring 9-11 Remembrance slideshow, followed by a prayer for our military & rescue workers all over the land; we broke into 13 groups and prayed all over the campus of Aiea HS; we passed out prayer bookmarks, with each day of the week designated to have us pray for a different group on campus... all in all, what a powerful witness & testimony to have brothers and sisters from so many different fellowships, ages & ethnic backgrounds, gathered together in one accord! Praise God!

**Campbell High School – Debbie Luning**
The event at James Campbell High School was AWESOME! Although the number of participants was down from last year, 139 faithful believers showed up, along with the Holy Spirit! We started the evening with a welcome and opening prayer led by JCHS students, followed by an incredible time of praise and worship led by a group called the United Praise Band. They helped to prepare our hearts for the prayer led by the Lt. Governor, as well as a teaching on II Chronicles 7:13-15, and the prayers that followed (prayers of repentance and prayers for our land (our nation, the disaster victims of both Katrina and 9/11, our community, our police officers and fire fighters, our military, our schools and our families)). Pastors from different 96706 churches, as well as students, teachers, and community members participated in leading our time of prayer. Following the "Prayer and Declaration of Faith" led by the Lt. Governor, we passed out prayer cards and candles, and prayer walked the campus.

The prayer walks were led by the Campbell HS Kalikiano (Christian) Club members, who were also instrumental in helping to run the event. A special treat awaited us after we returned to the gym, as a group of young Christians gave a very cool rap performance.

As the praise bandleader stated at the start of the evening: "It's hot in here and it's going to get hotter!" Indeed, everyone present seemed to be on fire for the Lord!
**Castle High School - Glory Yoshida**
Here’s our report for the 9/11 Prayer Night. The 96744 community gathered at Castle High School in the theater at 4:30 pm for an evening of commitment and prayer. We had about 500 people from several churches in the area (I later found out that the Kahaluu churches met at Kahaluu Elementary that evening and prayed over that school along with the principal! I’ll try to get a report on that from them for you too.)

After worship led by two different youth bands, we prayed for the Hurricane Katrina victims, and then had two Castle students pray for repentance and unity for the students. Several pastors from different churches participated in various parts of the program, which really gave it a one heart, one purpose, one Spirit feel to the evening. The prayer cards were passed out, and we took time to pray right then in small groups for the people on our cards. When we gathered back as one group again, we concluded the evening with a very generous offering and all the pastors in the house gathered on stage as they led us in a prayer of commitment. I don’t think anyone left with any doubt that God was present and was pleased. Now as we go out and fulfill our commitments, we wait to see what the Lord has in answer to those prayers.

Some details if you want to include them:
- The Lord caused us to stretch our faith, as we didn’t have the theater confirmed until the week of the event. Praise God He came through again.
- The school office called us on Sept. 12 to ask if everything went well because they found out that the custodian wasn’t informed that he was suppose to come and open up for us. As it turns out, we were able to save on the money he would have been paid!
- Our two policemen donated their time to serve as our parking security.
- When we counted the offering, it was evident from the way money was folded that some people gave everything they had in their wallets. What generosity at a time when people are also generously giving to the various Katrina funds and paying high gas prices. God is good and so are His people.

Here’s a website you can go to if you want to look at the photos from that night:
http://public.fotki.com/hckb/96744_united_in_prayer/

**Central Middle School – Pastor Francis Oda**
We gathered at Central Middle School yesterday at about 12:00. About 59 or 60 people were there included a number of teens and a student of the school. We began praying as a group, then split into three groups to prayer walk the three major building elements. We then gathered again as a larger body, prayed for Saint Andrews Priory across the street, Royal School and HPU (all within a block of the site). People then share what they had received during the prayer walk. Specific directions came up which are not appropriate to share at this time but the Lord intends a long-term relationship between the school and New Life. Caroline and I will try to meet with the new principal over the next few weeks.
Christian Academy – Cheryl Toyofuku
We have such an awesome God who pours out His Spirit of unity as we join forces with many others in our state and nation to humble ourselves and pray for forgiveness and the healing of our land.

Last night, His Spirit permeated our evening prayer service at First Assembly of God on Red Hill as we came together to cry out and talk to our Heavenly Father. There were approximately 400 in attendance including prayer warriors from our main Red Hill church, our regional churches, Christian Academy families and others from the community.

Christian Academy is a ministry of First Assembly of God and we are blessed to have the pastors and staff from FAOG who have hearts to pray for our school, community, state, nation and world. The pastors continue to lead us with "a passion for the Lord and a vision to reach the lost".

A prayer walk around the perimeter of our church/school symbolized our prayers also for the community and nation. The light sticks reminded us to be the light of Jesus to others that don’t know Him. A group also prayed for every classroom downstairs and prayer commitment cards were available for those who desired to pray for CA students and staff. We returned to the sanctuary for a time of worship celebration and prayer of benediction by our Senior Pastor Klayton Ko.

We are looking forward to what God will be doing as we continue to pray...
...for our schools, community, state, nation and world.
...for an increased awareness for the need for more prayer individually and corporately.
...for students to rise up to lead the prayer effort at Christian Academy.
...for a spiritual anointing of unity in the schools, churches and community.

Thank you Pastor Cal & Joy for your praying hearts for us. We love and appreciate you very much.

Farrington High School - Pastor Aaron Cordeiro
We had 85 students come for Farrington High School’s prayer night. New Hope youth group THRIVE brought a worship band (most of them were high school students.) and spend a lot of time on worship and prayers.

After that, students and leaders walked around the campus to pray over the building and campus. Leaders from Grace Bible church also came and prayed for the school. It was a great time for all of us to be united in the Lord. Thank you so much

Hawaii Baptist Academy – Suzanne Herder
Thank you for your support, encouragement and prayers for HBA’s UIP. In spite of the late start, only 2 days before 9/11, the Lord gathered 35-40 people to unite in prayer over the HBA campus, students, families and faculty. We opened with worship led by Joel Kurata (thanks to
you and getting the word out) he was a Godsend. Stan gave a short synopsis of UIP’s vision and
vision of healing our land. I believe that theme of healing our land was carried out through our
prayer walks on campus. We segmented the campus into 12, with people praying in groups of 2-4. I personally sensed to pray for:
  1) Healing and deepening of relationships
  2) Healing of the land which the campus is built on. Claiming it for His glory, breaking
     any curses and strongholds that might be inhibiting God's spirit to move in new
     dynamic ways.

We ended with the prayer and declaration and lifted the Lord in song. Thanks for pressing in!

Hawaii Pacific University - Ryan Hishinuma
We met on the HPU Windward campus at a picnic bench outside at about 6:15 and had three
people show up for it including myself. We watched the Lieutenant Governor's prayer and did
the declaration and it started to rain so we ran to my van and continued in there. We sang some
worship songs and prayer drove the campus because it didn't stop raining. We even got to pray
for the security guard on campus and it was awesome cuz he totally received it.

After we covered the windward campus we went over to downtown and prayed over Fort Street
Mall and Bishop Street where all the classroom buildings are located. It was an awesome way to
ring in the new school year and help usher God's kingdom into the land and HPU.

Iolani - TJ
We had some initial resistance with some of the security guards, but got a green light (thank
God). We had roughly 20-25 people in attendance with students, parents, teachers, and
community leaders all accounted for. It was a great time to pray and network together. There
may be a campus club that might have been birthed that night. It is amazing how God weaves
lives together. We are looking forward to watching the spiritual climate of Iolani improve over
the next year. God willing, it will grow like never before!

Kahaluu Elementary School - Roxanne Mita
I need to share a praise report from the statewide canopy of prayer effort from Amy Arakaki,
Principal, and Kahaluu Elementary. I sent an e-mail earlier in the year asking for prayer for
them since they were one of the schools needing restructuring since they did not meet the No
Child Left Behind National standard. I saw this in the paper a month or so ago but as Ms.
Arakaki confirmed, they are FINALLY meeting the standard! Praise God and she thanks you for
praying for them (and if you can continue to cover her and the school). She has been there for 7
years and always not meeting the standard. Since being covered under the 96744 efforts, about 2
years now, they have seen God working. Awesome!
Kahuku High School – Pastor Walter Santiago
What an amazing night! At 4pm churches met at every Elementary School’s flagpole in Ko'olau Loa (with the exception of Sunset Beach Elementary) At Kaaawa Elementary we had two churches and 10 prayer warriors, at Hauula Elementary we had 40+ prayer warriors and 4 churches present, at Laie Elementary we had one church and 8 prayer warriors, and at Kahuku Elementary we had 2 churches and 16 prayer warriors. We had one man who was on his way to Kahuku Elementary, he turns around because the Lord told him he needed to pray at Kamehameha Pre-School and Rainbow School in our community.

At 5pm all these prayer warriors and many others converged to the Kahuku High School Gymnasium. Service started at 5:30pm with praise and worship from our Youth band made up of 5 different churches in Ko'olau Loa. These young men and women met Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of that week to practice, pray, and fellowship. The youth ran the entire service for the night. They led us in prayer, one young girl shared a message from 2 Chronicles, and another led us in a prayer of repentance.

We all prayed together with the Lt. Governor. We then left the gymnasium to prayer walk the campus. We had a group of prayer warriors standing at the entrance of Kahuku High School and Kamehameha Hwy (at the stop light intersection). They were holding hands and asking God to come into Kahuku High and Intermediate.

We returned from the prayer walk, the young people of Kahuku High School was asked to come down from the bleachers and stand before everyone. All the Pastors in our community and the audience layed hands on them and prayed for God's power over this generation. What an awesome moment this was.

The night was closed with the Lt. Governor’s Declaration which we all made standing in unity holding hands declaring Hawaii to become God's Hawaii. The night ended in prayer from 4 young girls. God was in the house! What a powerful night it was! We ate and fellowshipped in the courtyard till 9pm. No one wanted to go home. This was so far the biggest UIP night we had with 350+ in attendance.

We believe God to do mighty and great things in the upcoming months. We collected over a $1,000 that will be given to Kahuku High School. We are truly humbled to be used by God in this magnitude. As one church in Ko'olau Loa, we rejoice and praise God for His faithfulness and love upon our city. Thank you Cal for your vision of the islands.

Kailua Intermediate & High School - Pastor Guy Kapeliela
Our gathering at Kailua Intermediate School turned out great. We had about 130 people there. Lots were from our church but there were a lot that I've never seen before. We started off with worship then the Lt. Gov prayer. After that there were testimonies from the teachers expressing their desire for the kids to take the lead and they will come behind them in support. We had a prayer of repentance and then broke off into two sections. One large group went to KHS and the other group remained at KIS. Coach Gary ran the KHS group and was blown away at the support and Pastor Al (our youth pastor) led the KIS group. The KHS team didn't finish till close
to 10 pm. I press to the people we need to continue this prayer effort on a monthly basis and not just one or two times a year. All in all it turned out way better than I expected.

**Kaimuki High School – Pastor Fili Tualaulelei**

Our UIP Kaimuki was encouraging for the people from around the area who came with open hearts to pray, repent and seek the Lords blessings for our schools government and communities.

**Purpose,**

**Praying Jesus prayer.** “My prayer is not that you take them out of the world but that you protect them from the evil one. They are not of the world, even as I am not of it.”

John 17:15-16

We pray for believers to rise up and find their purpose in their communities. That God kept us here to do his work. To seek and save the lost and be a light in the world but not be part of the worlds lifestyle and values. Our mission field of influence (Education, government, family, business, Media, Arts). We felt that if we don’t occupy these houses someone else will.

**Foundation,**

-We Pray for strong foundation. “Righteousness and justice are the foundation of your throne; love and faithfulness go before you.” Psalm 89:14

-To see God’s throne establish in our judicial system.

-We Pray for the Lord to raise up young Leaders who are fearless and bold to stand up for what is right and true in their schools.

**Healing,**

-Healing of our land as it starts from healing hearts. Healing broken families and restoring broken relationships. Deliverance from the evil of drug addiction that has ruin our ohana and especially our children’s lives and the future of our state.

We were encouraged that there is a sense favor that God has on our state. We had a great time of fellowship after wards.

**Kainalu Elementary School - Pastor Dave Willweber**

We were blessed and we know that Kainalu Elementary was blessed this Sunday! The focus was on praying for the staff and the 600 students and their families since they are our primary mission field. Our church, Mauka Makai Ministries-Windward, meets at the school and has been working/praying for bridges to be built between the school and us. Slowly but surely, God has been faithfully opening up small doors. We started with 6 songs of praise & thanks, as we know the Lord is doing a work at the school and we gave Him advance praise for the spiritual strongholds that He would be tearing down that evening! After worship, we broke into teams and prayed over every classroom and field. We had 22 people attend from 3 different churches including 3 families of K.E.S. students and we had 2 very positive exchanges with teachers who were working late.

It is exciting to be a part of what the Lord is doing on the islands!
**Kaiser High School - Bobby Olmstead**
The time together Sunday at Kaiser was awesome. The gathering was a bit smaller than I thought, but God still moved. There was a sense of a greater hunger for unity and burden for the community of Hawaii Kai. I would say about around 45 people showed up with about 15 youth from various schools in the community.

We got together and I shared a bit on 2 Chronicles, and we went off to pray. It was awesome seeing young and old praying together - holding hands around the campus and interceding for the school. After about 1 hour of the prayer walk we all gathered back and got all the students in the middle and had pastors from the community pray for them. There were 5 churches represented. No prayer cards were issued. We are looking forward to our next UIP.

**Kalaheo High School – Daniel Ko**
Things went very well at Kalaheo HS. At first, two months out, we did not have sound or a band, but by last week we had a sound crew and two worship bands. One band was made up of Kalaheo students and a pastor from Revival Christian Fellowship both groups rocked the house. The student turnout was better than last year with a little more than half being youth. We spent the last two months getting together to pray for the event and the school. We talked about strongholds and the spiritual climate of Kalaheo - lack of school pride, some racial divide are some top issues. These things can be overcome when the solution is built upon a foundation of prayer.

There were 115 people there. There were 7 Pastors and Youth Pastors present. 2 teachers. There were over 8 churches represented.

Program:
1. Opening worship
2. Welcome and student led prayer.
3. Prayer for school needs:
   a. Teacher led.
   b. 3 students prayed for school and the need for unity.
   c. Parent prayed for students and school.
   d. Pastor- led prayer for commitment
4. Prayer of repentance.
5. Student Worship.
7. Prayer walk instructions, pass out prayer cards for all students.
8. Prayer walk entire campus.
9. Closing prayer and wrap up.
10. Closing worship.

Outcomes:
Students, teachers, pastors to continue to pray on a monthly basis on campus.
Student Christian Club first event and launch of on campus Lighthouse Christian gatherings.

I was so excited to see the students on fire during the prayer and worship portions. This was not as pronounced last year and I feeling that our corporate prayer of repentance and worship have set in motion a new direction in the spiritual climate of Kalaheo. I am more excited to see what God is going to do in the months to come. I expect great things for Kalaheo.

Kalani High School - Pastor Wes Sugai
We had 25 people join us for prayer. The student who leads the Kalani Christian club was present. And three teachers also joined us to pray with us. These teachers had gathered prayer requests from both students and parents and we prayed for these as well.

After we prayed along with Duke Aiona, we had the teachers then the students gather in the center and we prayed over them.

The biggest thrill was seeing more Christian staff join us.

Other than this, it was just a beautiful time to pray throughout the Kalani campus.

Kamehameha Schools, Kapalama Campus - Coach Vince Acohido
We began our service at Bishop Memorial Chapel on our campus at 4:40. We started by welcoming everyone and thanking them for their support - there were 50-60 of us with over 7 churches represented. We proceeded to show Lt. Governor Aiona's prayer on the big screen and all felt the spirit of repentance and unity. We proceeded with praise and worship, which was led, by one of our high school science teachers and high school students. We gave a testimony about our football team and how God used them to be a light at our campus. Not by winning a state championship but as men who were growing in their character. We then broke our campus down into 5 areas; pre-school, elementary school, middle school, high school 9/10, high school 11/12, and began to put our feet to our Aloha and proceeded to pray for our entire campus.

We made our way back at 6:00 pm and Kahu Kordel prayed for our leaders, state, communities, etc. We also prayed at the altar for all of our students. We then asked those in attendance to commit to prayer for our kids throughout the school year. We gave out many of our prayer cards, but still have some left. If there are churches, cell groups, prayer warriors who would like to pray for our keiki, we still have some left. Contact Kahu Kordel at 843-8204 or Coach Vince at 843-3576.

It was amazing to see faculty and staff, parents and students, churches and prayer warriors show their commitment to pray for God to transform our hearts and heal our land.

Kapiolani Community College – Nicole Lam
September 11, 2005 was truly an awesome and encouraging experience for me! With only one-week notice, we had a group of 15 show up to pray at KCC from about 4-6pm. It was really
powerful to see fellow brothers and sisters in Christ from different denominations come together to pray and seek the Lord's face.

We started with worship and without knowing it the young man who leads worship sang a song that was on my heart to sing and I hadn't even asked him. I felt like the Lord was showing me that though most of us just met, He was bringing us all together for His purpose and that our hearts were there to seek His face. We broke up into groups to pray for the three prayer requests from Pat Hamamoto.

Right when we were finishing up it started to drizzle and a beautiful rainbow from one end of the campus to the other appeared! It reminded me of the Lord's promise in 2Chronicles that when we humble ourselves and pray and seek his face then He will heal our land and the light rain was a reminder to me of his cleansing and healing presence.

We then broke up into groups and prayer walked the whole campus! We closed in prayer and when my friend prayed I felt like he was praying the words right out of my heart. It was so powerful to know that at the same time we were praying Christians at schools all over the island were praying too!

After 9/11 I have been meeting more and more Christians at KCC and I am excited to see what the Lord will do at KCC and my prayer is that the United in Prayer will be a launching point for the Christians at KCC to partner together and to pray for our school, our state, and our nation!!! Aloha!

Kapolei High School – Brian Beck
To say that UIP this year was amazing would be a gross understatement. At Kapolei High School we had over 220 people from 8 churches attending the event. From top to bottom the Lord reigned over our event. We had 2 rockin' ear splittin' praise and worship sets from The River's Youth Worship band along with teachings from youth and senior pastors alike. But the most astonishing aspect of the night was the repentance and unity among God's children.

To hear students humble themselves and accept responsibility for not only their own but others actions was remarkable. I videoed most of the prayer groups and you should have heard the students praying. Repenting from all sorts of things and getting prayer from the adults was awe inspiring. This community is coming together and claiming Kapolei for Christ. Thanks you guys for all your hard work. I'll be sending the video shortly.

Lanakila Elementary School - Pastor Max Fowler
About twenty of us met at Lanakila Elementary School's cafeteria on Sunday evening and it was powerful! We met and worshipped the Lord together in song, moved into a time of repentance and then welcomed and invited Jesus into the school again. We went by candlelight on the prayer walk, with four different groups covering the school's grounds.
After the prayer walk we shared what the Lord impressed upon us, or spoke to us. It was amazing to hear what the Lord was saying! We sensed we should continue to intercede for the students and staff that this wasn't going to be a one-time event. It was especially amazing when a mother shared how her 8-year-old son prayed from his heart and soul for the first time in his life. How he prayed and prayed fervently as they walked Lanakila, for all the children, the classrooms, and for angels to surround that campus. From the mouths of babe's!

We finished with more worship songs and the declaration of faith.
Mahalo and Praise our Lord Jesus!

Leilehua High School - Pastor Alan Leigh
May the Lord bless and keep you and the family in His covering and blessing. The Wahiawa UIP had about 50 people attend with representation from about 6 or more different churches with five pastors also involved in the prayer teams. We started with an opening statement by the Leilehua High School principal Norman Minehira who was very gracious and encouraging about caring for the school and community. We had a great time in praise and worship. We then had Carlos Velasquez who is with Youth For Christ encourage us with a short video of, “See You At The Pole” on September 21st.

Next came Sarah a student who is a real strong Christian leader on the campus who prayed for the administration and the teachers. She also prayed for God to touch all of Hawaii and that we would seek after Him. We then had the powerful video of our Lt. Governor praying the prayer of repentance for our state. I led us in corporate prayer for God to continue to grow us and change us into a community that would seek after God together. We then broke up into groups and did the prayer walk over the school. It was a powerful time with our Lord and all felt His presence and expect God to do great things. Even though we were a small group we know that the Lord does great things as we honor Him.

God bless you and may we see the fruit of all that He does in our churches and communities and schools.

Makalapa Elementary – Joy Kaneshiro
I may have the "least" of all UIP reports. We were two families who showed up - the same two families who prayer walked twice before. It was my family and our friends who home-school in our community. They have generously partnered with us. Although others were invited, no one else came. (I didn't see Makalapa on the website.) Well, although we had a humble gathering, we watched the DVD then set out to pray. Four adults and our four children. The kids (ages 7-10) don't need instructions anymore. I can't tell you how much good it did my heart to see them exercise faith. They asked if they could start on the playground, and went off on their own to pray. After the playground they weren't distracted to play. We saw them independently moving on to classrooms, laying hands on doors and praying. Our "4%" millennial are in training. We did not do prayer cards. Thank you for letting us work under the UIP covering.
**McKinley High School – April Nakamura**

Last night was a blessing to all who came and I'm sure it was a blessing to the Lord. We didn't have the numbers we expected (we had 45), but those that came were definitely enthusiastic and ready to lift up our campus to Jesus. One of the wonderful things that took place was the involvement of the students. Last year, there was no student involvement. This year, they put together the prayer cards, passed them out, greeted people at the door, opened the event in prayer, read scripture, MC'ed throughout the program, purchased and set out refreshments, and led groups throughout our campus during the prayer walk. This is exciting stuff for us at McKinley. At the end of the event, several people from the community came up to me and expressed their desire to minister at our school and help us out with anything. God is working and raising up workers for the harvest at McKinley. Please keep us in your prayers.

**Mid Pacific Institute - Patrick Watarai, Chaplain Bob Brown**

Thank you, again for all your help in setting up our prayer event last night, Patrick. I was disappointed that our attendance was so poor considering we had better publicity this year. There were about 32 of us. I really expected a better response from the faculty and students. Please pass along my thanks to the worship group; they were well organized and did a good job.

As I think about next year, I suggest:

1. I want to take control over the program at MPI and involve our students and staff in the program.
2. I want to shorten the length of the program. It just got too long for a school night. I think we could shorten the preliminaries and spend more time in actual prayer on campus.
3. Because the air conditioning shuts off at a set time, we want to meet while the buildings are cool, then move out to pray.
4. The move to a classroom was helpful, as the seminar room wouldn't have been big enough.
5. As the information for next year's event becomes known, we can coordinate the program, whether a particular church is going to sponsor our school, etc. Maybe we can find a church that is closer to pray with us?!

We are trusting God for a good year of blessing. I'm looking forward to See You at the Pole on 9/21 to involve more folks.

**Mililani High School - Pastor Mike Palompo**

WE HAD 200 INTERCESSORS AT MILILANI HS! Lots of teens. They ran the whole thing. Very awesome! Three different youth worship bands led us in worship. The teens had 54 at See You at the Pole last Wed!! But it wasn't just youth, we had more adults there than teens.

**Moanalua Middle School – Lisa Nagamine, VP**

I just wanted to say thank you and we have already seen God working. This morning, BEFORE SCHOOL, we had an incident where some girls found a wallet. They were going to return it
when another student took it out of their hands and took $30.00. Usually, we can't find the money after but one of the students gave us $20.00 and we couldn't find the other $10.00. We found one student who said someone threw it in the bathroom. I told the security to check. Our security said that he prayed and he found the money inside the black holders in the bathroom. He was SO happy when he found it!! WHAT A FAITH BUILDER!! When he walked into my office we both praised God. Usually it takes me ALL DAY to do my investigation but by 8:15am we found the money and everything was returned!!!! Out of all the students that were involved from the victim to the suspects (6 in all) I found out that all of them accepted Jesus so I got to share with them about how our campus was prayed over and how we have choices to make and how our lives should reflect Him. 6 out of 6 are Christians. That's an amazing statistic! "Consecrate yourselves, for tomorrow God will do amazing things." Joshua 3:5 God is so awesome!!

Yes, I would love to be on the news report of what God is doing around the state. I've been sharing what you have been telling us at the services with all of the VPs and they have been getting excited!! Many are Christians but they don't know how to intertwine their jobs with their faith...same thing like I have been dealing with. When I share with them about Honokaa and the Kona schools they trip out!! One of the VPs wants to meet during the October break to begin really talking about how to bring the Kingdom of God into their school and they want to have prayers in their schools too!!

In our VP meeting today we were talking about maybe meeting an hour before the Central District VP meetings to pray for each other, our school, and district. Can you imagine if all of the VPs started to pray!! WOW!!! There are about 6 that I spoke to that are interested! Aliamanu Middle's new VP, Waialua Inter and High VP, Radford HS VP, Aiea HS VP, Aiea Elementary VP, me (Moanalua Middle VP), I'm sure Ken Furukawa (Moanalua HS) would come too. I'm new to the district so I don't know everybody but I'm pretty sure there are bunches more that are Christians in our group that may come! Please pray for God's leading on this!!

HERE's ANOTHER AWESOME news on how God intervened today at MMS!! Today, I was off campus at a VPs meeting. I came back at 2:45pm and asked my security if there was anything today that I have to be aware of and deal with tomorrow. So she came by to tell me about an incident after school. Two boys went behind the school and were going to fight. There was a whole bunch of students that went. When Marcus (the other security) went to the back the students dispersed. She gave me the two names of the two boys--(I'll call them Student A and Student B). While she was telling me this, another student (Student C) came up behind her. Student C hangs out with Student A. So, I asked, "_Student C_, did you hear about a fight that was going to take place after school between Student A and B? He said,"Yeh." I asked him why were they going to fight?" He said, "No, Student A has nothing to do with it. Student B and I were going to fight!" So of course I said really loud, "WHAT??!!" Then Student C explained to me how he and Student B got into an argument while playing basketball last week. The anger has been stirring and today after school at the courts it got out of hand. So, they both agreed they were going to fight. So they started to walk off towards the back gate of the campus. When they got there Student C said, "Mrs. Nagamine, I had my hand in a fist ready to hit if he was going to swing and instead of swinging he said to me, 'Never mind I like just be your friend.' Student B put his hand out to shake. Student C said, "I was still mad and wanted to fight but because he put
his hand out I shook his hand and said, 'Fine.' Student C continued to say how he tripped out it ended that way.

WOW!! I looked him straight in the eye and said, "__(Student C)__", ARE YOU TELLING ME THE TRUTH? You know what happens and how upset Mrs. Nagamine is going to get if you are lying." He said, "Mrs. Nagamine, I'm telling you the truth. I can't believe he (Student B) just stuck his hand out and we just shook hands and he walked away. I was really mad and really wanted to punch him!! So since we shook hands we settled it and everything is okay. Mrs. Nagamine, can you imagine what would have happened if we fought? I would be grounded for weeks on end!!" All I can say is THANK YOU JESUS!! IS GOD GOOD OR WHAT??!!! I've been praying an extra blessing over that boy who instead of fighting chose to do the right thing and shake the other boys hand!!!

What gets me is that I'm always worrying about the fact that this could happen or that could happen. Do I need to worry when God is in control of this campus?!? NO!! Like I said I believe in God but NOW I'm learning to BELIEVE HIM when he makes a promise..."Be anxious FOR NOTHING, instead pray about everything and give Him thanks for the answers!" Phil. 4:6.

We have a prayer group that meets every Monday at 4:00pm and one of our prayer requests is that we learn to use the armor of God effectively!! We have asked the Lord to teach us how to effectively use the Shield of Faith in unison with the Sword of the Spirit. Boy the Holy Spirit is SO good and we're definitely learning how to use the Shield of Faith effectively with the Sword of the Spirit!! Of course, I have a long way to go but hey it's a start! PTL!!!

**Moanalua High School – Pastor Chris Shinnick**

Our Moanalua High School United in Prayer event was held in the afternoon of the 11th; starting with a 1pm youth rally including 40+ youth from various youth ministries in the community as well as the High School's Christian Club. Youth leaders from the community churches planned this event, which is the first of its kind in our community. At 2pm, there were 150-200 people from various churches ready for worship, teaching of the Word on 2 Chronicles 7:14, sharing and prayer from the Lt. Governor who was there in person, as well as the school being prayer walked with prayer cards distributed. The principal and Vice Principal were present at the event and both were blessed! We are most excited for the network of prayer that has begun with the community youth pastors and their continued commitment to pray and labor together for the youth of Salt Lake and the Moanalua area - praise Jesus!

**Nanakuli High School - Pastor Allen Cardines**

We had an awesome time at NHIS on Sept. 11th. The event was not only holy as we worshipped God in one accord but it was also historical because of the number of churches and people that came out to pray for our school and community. We had 15 churches represented which included 500 people that gathered to pray. One of the biggest highlights besides the prayer and repentance was our UIP Hula Halau. We had 50 people [children, parents, kupunas] from the different churches that danced and signed to "As We Pray' and "We Speak To Nations". It was a powerful time as the saints of Nanakuli stood in the gap to pray for our community.
Pearl City High School – Camille Cardines
It was a powerful time meeting together with churches in the Pearl City Community. When the 80 awesome prayer warriors saturated the campus with prayer, we could feel the presence of the Holy Spirit with us. Silent tears and the love of God could be felt amongst us. Prayers of expectations to change our community and faith to see it happen were evident in all our prayers.

We were honored to pray over Mr. Suyama, principal of Pearl City High School. Clyde Okuda and Bob Miyaji from Pearl City Community Church will be our next team coordinators. Thanks guys! WE can’t wait until the next United in Prayer. Until then….malama pono, ahui hou, aloha ke Akua.

Punahou School – Matt Martinson
At Punahou, about 85 people (students, faculty, staff and parents) gathered to worship and prayer walk our campus. The event was completely student-led. One student brought her ukulele with an amp and strummed worship music while we stood on the lawn in front of Cooke Hall and sang praise to our Lord Jesus. Other students then took turns reading scripture (1Timothy 2:1-2 and 2Chronicles 7:14), praying and directing the group to initiate the prayer walk. We spent 1 hour praying over the buildings including kindergarten, academy, athletics, administration, arts and chapel. We reconvened with a message from another student urging us to continue praying faithfully for our school and community.

Radford High School - Keola Esperas
Hi! This is an update from Radford High School's Heal Our Land United in Prayer function. It was great! There were more people than expected, about 40. Students asked for forgiveness due to the lack of unity between them and their parents, teachers and other students. They also prayed for unity between students and parents, teachers, and other students and schools across the state of Hawaii. It was powerful! The Pastors then asked for forgiveness for not seeing and meeting the needs of students and teachers in the community.

9/11 was a day for new beginnings. By the time we were done prayer walking the school, the Lord had already changed the spiritual climate. Aloha.

Roosevelt High School – Sonia Lee-Gushi
The Roosevelt High School UIP gathering moved indoors from the football field last year, to the RHS Gym this year. There were approximately 150 people in attendance, more than half were students who represented multiple churches, many more students than last year. We were graced with pre-program voices with acoustic guitars of His men, a trio from Honolulu Christian Church with the highlights video of UIP204 playing in the background. The Christian Club* members opened the program at 6:00 pm with prayer and sharing of the blessings experienced by RHS since December 8, 2004. Besides God's provision for the "Party of 12" Christian Club, RHS received abundant funding, a generous donation on Dec. 9, 2004, and even national recognition of a football superstar alumnus, Chad Owens!!
The students flowed to the gym court floor fronting "Not to Us", the youth worship band from Alliance Youth Fellowship to worship. These young musicians, high school and graduates from island-wide schools, lifted everyone's spirits...even lifting our students off the floor as they jumped for the Lord! Everyone was on fire for our sweet Lord!

The young men of HCC who sign danced to “Could You be Messiah” humbled us all. The choice of song was anointed. "Could you be healer..Could you be teacher...Could you be deliverer..." All the right questions for today, in the aftermath of Katrina, Sept 11, 2001, battle in Iraq...the question for young souls. The sound was completely cut off mid-way though the song...similar to our power outage during worship last year...this time it was clearly not a power problem...ore like a power battle! At both UIP's, the disruption came the moment when we were all so focused, listening as these awesome young men captured our hearts for those unsaved. The music resumed with calm from our sound team member. The young men were so poised throughout, clearly God was in control.

We were moved by the message shared by Pastor Russell Higa and the reading of scripture by an RHS student. Kneeling in prayer, repenting and asking the Lord for forgiveness with a RHS teacher, prepared us for the prayer walk. All over the hilly campus, from the football field to the gym, light sticks and glow-in-the-dark memory bands marked the location of praying individuals. The RHS tower is dark these days, probably due to renovation of the co-located auditorium and it seemed appropriate that we were dotting the campus with light, bringing the God's glow through prayer.

After the prayer walk, we gathered once again for the prayer of repentance with Lt. Governor Duke Aiona via video in the gym. Another RHS faculty member said a special prayer for the RHS athletes. He encouraged the students to wear their red "I'm gonna let it shine..." T-shirts to school today to raise the curiosity of students and adults...and many did today! In closing, an invitation to Christ was accepted to at least 5 individuals. Praise the Lord, as it was said, it was no accident that any of us were there in the gym last night.

Thank you, Pastor Cal and team for providing the support and tools for UIP in Hawaii and the world. We are so blessed to see our youth and faculty stepping up, taking ownership, and sharing their faith in numbers. Our churches are working together. There are so many people to acknowledge and thank. I'll take this opportunity to recognize just one individual. On behalf of the RHS ohana, I'd like to thank you, Jesus, for Norene Machida who for two years has faithfully supported our Roosevelt youth and the UIP effort. She tirelessly visited RHS to make personal contact, made phone calls, and sent email. We are so thankful for her humble spirit, giving heart, and her gift of administration!!

* During the program, we learned that the RHS Christian Club that was organized after UIP 2004, is called "Party of 12". A dozen faithful students attended the initial meetings and now... a "roomful" of students is committed to Christ on campus. The Party of 12 now represents the 12 tribes of Israel.
St. Francis – David Rockholm
The St. Francis High School UIP prayer gathering took place in the student center on Sunday from 4:45-6:00. There were 10 sisters of St. Francis in attendance, about a dozen students, a few parents and some teachers. All together between 40 and 50 (sorry, the count is inexact).

The school president welcomed us and opened in prayer. Joel Weaver led us in some great worship (Brianna is a 7th grader at SFS). I shared (as Father Mark Alexander couldn't make it) about the goals of the evening and shared a particularly powerful meditation on repentance ;-) We repented together as led by the Lt. Governor on the DVD and then a teacher led us in the declaration of faith in the UIP booklet. She then had us gather in small prayer groups to start praying over the people written on the prayer cards then passed out. A Sister instructed us on our prayer walks (6 groups each led by at least one nun and one student to cover the campus).

Finally we reconvened in the student center to join hands in a large circle for a final couple of songs and a prayer of thanksgiving.

Some people were taking pictures, but no videos....sorry of that! The fellowship continued too as the Weavers and the Eubanks came over for dinner afterwards and we had some further powerful prayer.

Thanks so much for spearheading this effort! Prayer makes a difference. May God have mercy and intervene and heal our land! Amen!

UH Manoa – Brenda Wong
How exciting to hear about all the reports of United in Prayer! About 240 people showed up for our Light up UH last night. At least 11 campus fellowships and church college groups were represented. Prayer cards were given out and every professor at UH will be prayed for.

After worship and prayer together, we broke up into 21 groups to prayer walk the entire UH campus. Last night is only the beginning of our week of prayer as we have organized 4 nights of group prayer from 9pm -9am until Friday morning. The prayer room will also be opened in the daytime for informal prayer at the Catholic Campus Ministry Building.

As I was in the prayer room from 1-3am, God was showing me that He was building a deeper bond of unity among all the very diverse believers at UH and that each group had unique gifts of bringing God's tangible love to campus. Expressions of prayer and worship varied but every group had ownership of being unified to reach the campus. Please pray for us as we continue to pray for UH all week. Our hopes as UH Christian Ministries, (our new group) is that our campus would all come to know Jesus Christ and His powerful and transforming love through us.

Waialua High School – Pastor Ron Valenciana
We had 25 people show up. Five were pastors. There were two students and five faculty members. Last year we had 12 people total so we more than doubled. The band teacher Mr. Yu led us in worship. We were inspired by the charismatic vice principal and her junior varsity head
coach husband. Both are dynamic Christians and were so grateful to us for setting up the event.
The candlelight prayer time was also very moving. When we regrouped one parent said that God
healed her hand of arthritis when the hot wax from the candle she was holding melted and
dripped on her hand while she was praying with her other hand on a classroom door. She was
very emotional to have that experience. She is a new Christian and a member of my church. She
is a very stable person and genuinely experienced a healing from God that night. I believe it’s a
sign that the Holy Spirit will anoint the campus with a ministry of physical healing through the
students in the near future. We closed our service by laying hands on the faculty and
administration staff and the students and praying for God's blessing on their lives. We were all
moved with passion as a result of the event. We don't want to wait for another year before doing
this again!

**Waianae High School – Calvin Endo**

- Attendance - 180+
- Churches represented - 10+
- Salvations - yes
- Salvation count: - 2

We had our event on the graduation field of Waianae High School because of the scenic view of
the mountains and the ocean. We got a late start, but it turned out to be a blessing, since it was
dark enough to show the video on a big screen. Our youth worship team started our pre-service
with Praise and Worship and we also had a Youth Group sing some rap songs about being
soldiers for the Lord and we are in a battle. The President of the Christian Club did the opening
prayer and she also started the prayer time. As she began the prayer of repentance the Spirit
began to move, she started to weep before God and that set to tone for the pastors that prayed
after her. God blessed the event with a young couple coming forward to dedicate their lives and
their marriage to God. We ended with people prayer walking the school. God Is Awesome and
Worthy of Praise.

**Waipahu High School – Pastor Mike**

Over three hundred folks from five churches. We'll get more next time!!!

**Waipahu High School – Pastor Mike Kai**

We met on 9/11 with five pastors from their congregations and somewhere around 250 people. It
was great to link up with churches that had already been sowing seed and plowing ground in the
community and then, when the lights on the football field went out you could see all the candles
held by the people walking across the bridge from the field to the classrooms with great and
fervent prayers of intercession being made. It was an awesome event and we have vowed to have
a joint worship night together

**Waipahu High School – Linda Lehmann**

I don’t know you very well, you know my husband, Danny Lehmann. I want to encourage you
in what you are doing for our islands. It is so amazing to read the updates. My 21-year-old son,
David and I attended the Waipahu prayer time and we loved it!!!! Danny had to speak at a church that night or he would have been there too. I can’t remember being so uplifted and encouraged in the Lord. I believe the simple act of unity does give us courage that we are not alone, that we are on the right track, and that God is truly with us! We all need courage to walk and to be “En”Couraged more and more in this day and age.

I wanted to tell you how blessed I am reading the e-mails and to say that I am praying for you and yours. I told a friend on the mainland today what we had done with the canopy of prayer, and she was so amazed!!!! It is truly amazing to me too, and I am grateful that you have set your hearts to obey Him and include so many of us!!!! Again, be encouraged today! All your sacrifice and work is noticed not only in heaven, but on earth too.

**CALIFORNIA:**

*Torrance - Evan*
We prayed for every school in the city, 30 schools, and had approximately 250-300 participants.

We have received about 20 school reports from various prayer leaders giving us their feedback both good and bad.

In addition, I heard our efforts spurred two other South Bay cities, but we haven't heard any reports back from them as of yet.

We prayed on September 7th from 6pm to 7pm and yes, we were inspired by what you are doing in Hawaii. You can say with confidence that we are the fruit of your efforts.

**HONG KONG:**

*Jaeson Ma*
By the way/Hong Kong is going bonkers

Just last month we had 5 different reports from 5 completely different campuses.
- 500 students saved on 1 campus
- 300 students saved on 2 campuses each
- 200 students saved on 2 other campuses each...all implementing UIP prayer principles and starting campus churches..nuetz!

**JAPAN:**

*Asakusa, Tokyo – Pastor Tex Texeira*
Ohayo Gozaimasu. We prayed for the Hawaii UIP at the Tokyo Government Metropolitan Building in Tokyo. It was great looking over the city from the 45th floor of the building. We have shared about what Transformation Hawaii and UIP is doing with two churches in Tokyo and they are excited and taking some of the ideas for their works.
One church, Jesus Life House in Asakasa, is doing a lot of what we are doing. They are three years old and have about 250 members. Mostly youth. They said that the youth are so open in Japan. The only reason they aren't coming is no one is going. So they minister in Starbucks, at the beach, at work and in the schools. Especially the schools for dropouts.

The other church, Tokyo Hope Chapel in Asakusa is asking God for ideas to reach their communities. They said if God can transform Hawaii, he could transform Tokyo. It's awesome.

I told them, and this is what I believe, that for years the church has been speaking curses over Japan by talking about how dark it is. They need to start talking more about Jesus and less about the enemy. Rod Plummer, from Jesus Life House says that. “Who cares what the devil did or is trying to do. We are on the winning side. The churches here need to hear about the power of our God and not how ‘strong’ the darkness is.”

So we are speaking transformation over this nation. It's a new day in Japan. It's a new day in Hawaii.

We're lifting up Jesus and we're winning here just like you are in Honolulu. Sayonara.

**NORTH CAROLINA:**

**Raleigh, North Carolina – Doug Walton**

Reporting in from Raleigh NC at Millbrook HS, where we had our first ever prayer rally at our school on Sept 10. About 150 people showed up for prayer, teaching, worship and impartation. We prayer walked the campus and many students cried out to God for the lost in their schools...it was amazing. Yesterday, the first day back, we're hearing reports of: "I've never sensed a greater boldness to share the Gospel or pray for my fellow students; I only heard one curse word today; when we went to the cafeteria (location of the prayer meeting) we could feel an incredible presence of the Lord; we're going to have prayer and worship outside during our lunch period."

Bless you for your obedience and encouragement.... it’s affecting our city!

**FROM THE AIR:**

**David Monroy**

John and I are humbled and honored to have joined together from the air with the thousands of saints throughout Hawaii and the world in the Canopy of Prayer raised up over Hawaii in the name of Jesus Christ. For that and for you, we give God thanks and praise.

Through a wonderful and blessed brother in the Lord, Daniel (our pilot), chartered for us a Piper four-person airplane to fly us over Oahu to intercede for Hawaii and join in raising the Canopy over Hawaii.
In August, the Lord had put it on my heart to intercede over Hawaii from an airplane for the Canopy of Prayer on 9/11. I shared this with Rohnda and she reminded me of a dream she had a few years ago of me flying over Hawaii in a plane praying and pouring out anointing oil.

I sensed there were four specific mission objectives for this prophetic act of intercession:

1. Reclaim in the name of Jesus Christ the airways the enemy had stolen on 9/11/01;
2. Establish over and around Hawaii a perimeter of peace, that what is sown over Oahu is sown over the entire State.
3. Reclaim and proclaim from the high places over Hawaii the name of Jesus Christ;
4. Breaking of a spiritual stronghold that has allowed access to our state of the spirit of death.

I am pleased to report: Mission accomplished; but it was not uncontested.

Armed with the Holy Spirit, the Word of God and anointing oil, we took off from Barbers Point at around 5:20p.m. We immediately reclaimed our airways and proclaimed them blessed in the name of Jesus. We reclaimed our high places for the Lord from the mountains to the sea.

We flew to Wahiawa and made three clockwise passes over a sight with anointing oil poured out on each pass in a prophetic act breaking a spiritual stronghold established there that had provided the spirit of death access to births and the birthing process in our state similar to pharaoh’s demonic strategy to kill children in Exodus 1. We renounced this curse and serve notice that this access point was now closed. I believe this stronghold was broken and brought down in the name of Jesus Christ. Hallelujah!

We proceeded onto the North Shore up to Turtle Bay and around the corner to the Windward side shouting to the North, South, East and West the name of the Lord and anointing and speaking blessing over the towns along the way. We sensed a strong blanket of peace over Kaneohe and Kailua as the lights from the UIP schools (Castle and Kailua) came in to view.

We rounded Makapuu at the lighthouse and continued to speak blessing and peace over Hawaii Kai and East Honolulu. There was a strong presence of God’s peace over Mariner’s Valley. Up to that point, it was a peaceful and even enjoyable flight.

As we approached and turned the corner at Diamond Head and through the Waikiki – Honolulu strip, the tone of the flight completely changed and things got rough. My height phobia (which did not bother me for the first hour) reared up big time. Communications from the plane to tower seemed to change from favor for the entire flight prior to curt and somewhat hostile. Even John (who has significant flight training and experience) described this as the worse flight he has ever been on because of this segment. I spent the entire next 10 minutes or so with a death-grip on my seat, my eyes clenched shut, and with my stomach wrenching with every air bump, all the while trying to pray in tongues and speak blessing and peace. As we passed Diamond Head, John had a strong sense of suicide involving young people. It finally passed as we approached the Capitol district and as soon as Punchbowl came into view. By that time, I was drenched in sweat and my legs and arms were cramping up from the tension. I confess that we had let our guard down a bit, and sensed that this was retaliation from the earlier part of the flight.
At that point, the anxiety lifted and we were ok again. Both of us were ready to end there, put the plane down and go home feeling beat up and tired. We were near the end of the flight, but Allen Cardines came to mind. So I told the pilot to continue on to Kahe Point so that we could pray and speak a blessing over the Westside. We completed our pass and circled at Kahe Power plant back to Barbers Point and landed without further incident.

Overall, it was a humbling and blessed time, the objectives were met, and we praise the Lord for the Canopy over Hawaii! Thank you for allowing us to serve for the advance of His Kingdom for Hawaii. Blessed is the Name of the Lord over Hawaii!

FROM THE SEA:

USS Hopper
I've heard it through the grapevine that you are looking for a report from a certain ship on a specific day... Well, I had the opportunity to rally with 2 other sailors during our Lay service on 9/11. We lifted up Hawaii... Schools... political leadership... and the general populace in prayer together, as well as praying over the Transformation Hawaii movement.

The other guys had heard bits and pieces about Transformation Hawaii before I had spoken to them about it and were excited to see how God was/is/will be working in the state. It was good to have others with me in prayer. It seems that I've bumped into numerous other sailors who claim Christ as their Lord.

I was given the opportunity to give the invocation to a Chief's pinning the other day as well. It was an honor and pleasure to intercede in front of the crew, Chiefs, and fellow officers. God gave me some great words for them. It went really well. So now my guys have nicknamed me the Rev.... lol.

We also had a formal memorial service for those who were killed in 9/11 - victims and rescuers whose lives were taken while trying to save others. It was pretty solemn and very appropriate. Most of the crew assembled on their own accord on the flight deck out in the middle of the Pacific to pay their respects to those who died. Nothing but infinite sky and ocean as far as the eye could see. Gotta go David... God bless.

CAPITOL:

State Capitol – Spencer Tang
At about 4:00pm the worship team began to worship and I sensed the presence of the Lord. Slowly people began to gather at the Capitol. I did not take a count, but as I was talking to Rohnda Monroy, we estimated that about 110 people were at the Capitol praying.

During worship, Cal had a sense of the need to cry out to the Lord in repentance for the pain that has been in the land. Thus, humility needed to be in the tone of all the prayers given. After worship, I led a prayer and then introduced Cal. He shared his sense and had us all get on our
knees. It was a powerful time of personal and corporate repentance. He then introduced the LG, Gary, Norman and Breene. Each of their prayers was humble and powerful. The repentance theme continued in their prayers. I was in awe at their humility and willingness to taking responsibility and do identificational repentance. By the time the prayers ended, we were at 5:25pm. I felt led to pray quickly for the hurricane victims and the war in Iraq. Cal had prayer cards for the Hawaii National Guard that were announced and distributed.

We then broke up into our respective groups. I led a group to pray for the Capitol that had about 12 or so folks. We marched around the Capitol and I had an opportunity to pray for each legislator in the House and the Senate. My prayer was not only that they would create God-honoring laws, but that their names and that of their families would be written in the Lambs Book of Life. We finished our prayers around the Capitol and then had an opportunity to pray for the LG and his wife. This was a powerful time. We gathered around them and layed our hands and prayed and thanked the Lord for them. Vivian was visibly moved as we prayed. I had such a sense of destiny for them...that the Lord has raised them up for "such a time as this". As the other teams trickled in, we continued to worship and Cal anchored our prayers by having each of us repeat his prayers. All in all in was an incredible time and I know God was glorified and honored.

**COURTS:**

*State Circuit Court – Ka'ala Hee*

I just realized that I have a lunch meeting on Wednesday and will not be able to make it for prayer. In any event, I wanted to give you a report of how our prayer walk went.

During worship, I felt like (and this may be contrary to the transformation vision) a rising from the bottom up, rather than from the top down. It was like a rising flood. During Duke’s prayer, marriages, families, and children came to mind. Then when we were walking to the courts I felt a need for love and healing, that justice came not only from judges, but from their staff, and the assistance (or lack thereof) that they provide to parties in litigation. That scripture about “perfect love casts out all fear” came to mind.

At the Supreme Court, it was the need for the sweetness of God that I sensed - the aroma of God’s loving spirit traveling through the air. When we were at the District Court, several people in our group had it on their heart to also pray for the Circuit Court, and particularly Family Court.

I realize we were suppose to rejoin the group at the Capitol, and it was already late because it took us awhile to walk down there, but I’m glad the group decided to pray at Circuit Court. Krystie said that she felt a need for repentance there. (We also sang several lines of two worship songs there. The first was “It’s your kindness Lord that lead us to repentance, it’s your favor Lord that’s our desire . . .” The second was “Give us clean hands, give us pure hearts, let us not lift our souls to another...Oh God let us be a generation that seeks, that seeks your face oh God of Jacob.”) Shannon felt “heaviness”, and felt drained physically, emotionally, and spiritually after praying there. (Shannon actually had it on his heart to pray at the Circuit Court a few days
before the prayer walk.) Diedre had it on her heart for God to be glorified. Neil’s wife and her
daughter (Kaleonani?), I believe, also had a heart for marriages and children and the Family
Court’s decision making in that regard. My sister later commented that, “this isn’t a one time
thing.” I agree. We need to come back to the Circuit Court to pray again to fill that place up
with God’s love, which a small group of us will do.

Through it all family, love and repentance seemed to be what was on our hearts. We may have
won a battle, but spiritual warfare is upon us. On Monday, after walking through downtown and
the Restaurant Row area, Shannon commented that it is like being in the “eye of the storm.” We
made strides, but there is still more to be done.

EDUCATION SYSTEM:

United Prayer For Hawai’i's Educational System – Pastor Cal Chinen:
I just had to share with you about an extremely powerful event that happened at the State Capitol
on Sunday, September 11. I know that I had sent you an earlier report but I did not share about
what I considered the most powerful time for me that day when we prayed and asked God for a
new educational system over Hawai`i with Him as the base and the builder a'la Psalm 127.
At the capitol, we sang of God's love and faithfulness that reaches to the skies. It was as if the
praise lilted through the rotunda opening into the skies above us and as we worshipped, the
presence of the Lord settled upon our hearts with sublime but powerful overtures. He gently and
quietly imparted upon us the gift of repentance. People got on their knees all over the rotunda
and wept for our land, for our people, and for our own sins. We confessed and asked God to
forgive us and to heal our broken and torn land. It was an extraordinary time. It felt like the
very land wept along with us. Tears flowed.

The Governmental leaders rose and repented before God and us for their own sins and for the
sins of Hawai`i. They asked God to forgive us for our pride and divisions, for our partisanship,
for our immorality and cheating, for our own sinfulness. It was so powerful! There was a hush
and silence . . . but there was not the condemnation of false and sticky guilt.

Senator Norman Sakamoto (Chairman of the Senate Education Committee), Mr. Breene
Harimoto (Chairman of the Board of Education), Lt. Governor Duke Aiona, and I then felt led by
the Holy Spirit to gather together to pray for our educational system. We took each other's hands
and formed a circle. Each of them prayed and invited Jesus to bless and reign over the
educational system of Hawai`i. We asked God to bless our students and teachers and
administrators and to give them supernatural ideas for improvements. We asked God to change
our system so that it becomes one of the finest of the land to His glory. We asked that He
become the foundation and builder of our public education. It was a historic moment. We did
not have thousands but what we did have was four hearts that were united in prayer and united in
Jesus. We may not agree on some major areas of Hawaii's educational system but we were four
of a kind when it came to the most important element. The funny thing is that just today, I
received an email quoting Francis Frangipane saying, "Four of a kind always beats a full house!"
We did not have a full house at the Capitol. Nonetheless, it was just as powerful if not even more so. I believe that we are going to see God answer prayer in a marvelous way this year.

**DOE BUILDING:**

*Pastor Cal Chinen*

During our time at the DOE building, God blessed us richly. Breene Harimoto, the Hawaii Board of Education Chairman, shared with us some of the areas that we should pray for the DOE and for Pat Hamamoto. We gathered and prayed for Breene. The Lord really came down on him with more anointing. Just like the LG, he is the man of God there. Isn't it funny how he and the LG stand on opposite sides in some of the critical issues facing the DOE and yet we ABSOLUTELY KNOW THAT God have hand picked them?!

We prayed around the building and really sensed that the Gates (doors) would open up to the Lord and that next year, we will be praying inside the building! Moreover, and more importantly, the Lord was going to enter into our DOE.

Breene also reported that Pat could actually feel the prayers of the saints. We also sensed that God was going to have Pat join us next year (or even before that).

Lastly, we closed with praying for Senator Norman Sakamoto. That again was very powerful. It was great.

Spencer, the anointing oil was great! God really used it!

**SUMMARY:**

- Over 6,629+ participated
- 96 sites
- 106 covered in prayer
- 2 mainland schools
- 1 Japan Government Building